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1. Implementation Details
Since an end-to-end autonomous driving model is a large

system, we provide details of our implementation so that it
is easier for the community to reproduce. We will make the
code and model publicly available.

1.1. Data Collection

We use Roach [24] as the expert with a collision detector
for emergency stop similar to [22]. We set the following
sensors:

We set four cameras with field of view (FOV) 150◦:
Front (x=1.5, y=0.0, z=2.5, yaw=0◦), Left (x=0.0, y=-0.3,
z=2.5,yaw=−90◦), Right (x=0.0, y=0.3, z=2.5, yaw=90◦),
Back(x=-1.6, y=0.0, z=2.5, yaw=180◦) where the afore-
mentioned coordinate and angle are all in the ego coordinate
system. The output of each camera is a 900x1600 RGB
image. Since Carla [7] simulates the Brown-Conrady dis-
tortion [5], we estimate the distortion parameter with the
code of [21]. The estimated parameter for the distortion
is (0.00888296, -0.00130899, 0.00012061, -0.00338673,
0.00028834) and we use the parameter to calibrate images
before we feed them into the neural network. We also col-
lected the depth and semantic segmentation label of images.

We set one Lidar with 64 channels, upper FOV 10◦,
lower FOV −20◦, and frequency 10Hz, following the of-
ficial protocol. We set it at (x=0.0, y=0.0, z=2.5, yaw=0◦).

We set an IMU to estimate the yaw angle, acceleration,
and angular velocity of the ego vehicle. We set a GPS to
estimate current world coordinate of the ego vehicle and a
speedometer to estimate current speed of the ego vehicle.

Following the official setting, we also save the target
point which might be hundreds meters away as well high-
level commands (keep straight, turn left, turn right, etc) pro-
vided by the protocol.

As for additional supervision signals, we save the value
function, BEV feature maps of different resolution, the 1D

feature as well as the control actions of Roach.
We convert all raw data into the ego coordinate system.

1.2. Models

Our code is based on OpenMMLab [6] with Py-
torch [17], where we use their official implementation of
backbones and cooresponding ImageNet pretrained weights
if applicable. We use ResNet50 [8] as the image backbone.
For the extra data settings, we use ConvNext-base [14]. We
use the PAFPN [13] to obtain the multi-scale image fea-
tures. As for the LSS [18] and depth module, we adopt
the code from [12]. For the semantic segmentation mod-
ule, we use a U-Net [19]-like structure. We downsam-
ple all images to 450x800 to save GPU memory. We use
the BEV grid of 21x21 for low computational burden and
set the scale as (Front=30.4m, Back=-8.0m, Left=-19.2m,
Right=19.2m) which matches with the scale of Roach. We
use 2 frames as the input while for the extra data settings
we use 3 frames. For the Lidar model, we use the SEC-
OND [23] implemented by mmdetection3D which consists
of HardSimpleVFE, SparseEncoder, SECOND, and SEC-
ONDFPN. For the decoder, we have described details in the
main text. For the extra data setting, we train 3 heads to
further enlarge the capacity of the decoder.

1.3. Hyper-Parameters

We use AdamW [16] optimizer with the learning rate 1e-
4, cosine learning rate decay, effective batch size 128, and
weight decay 1e-7. We train the model for 60 epochs. For
hidden dimensions, we use 256 at most places. For loss
weights, we tune them to make sure that each loss is around
1 at the beginning of training.

1.4. Other Details

For data augmentation which we only apply on images,
we use the random color transformation similar to [22] and



Method Encoder Decoder Modality #Parameters MACs (G) GPU Memory

CILRS [4] ResNet + Flatten MLP C1 23.4M 1.4 1507M
LBC [2] ResNet + Flatten MLP C3 23.1M 5.4 1627M
Transfuser [3] Fusion via Transformer GRU C3L1 165.8M 34.9 2755M
Roach [24] ResNet + Flatten MLP C1 23.4M 17.1 2171M
LAV [1] PointPaiting Multi-layer GRUs C4L1 27.5M 45.5 2493M
TCP [22] ResNet + Flatten GRU C1 25.8M 17.1 2177M
MILE [9] ResNet + Flatten GRU C1 54.1M 11.2 2485M
Interfuser [20] Fusion via Transformer Transformer + GRU C3L1 82.8M 46.5 1823M
ThinkTwice Geometric Fusion in BEV Look-Predict-Refine C4L1 120.2M 1170+45 4019M

Table 1. Comparison of Computational Burden MACs and #Parameters are calculated by the Python package thop. MACs and GPU
memory is calculated under the inference mode of models. For ThinkTwice, the MACs is 1170G for the encoder (LSS module = 1157G)
For Modality, C denotes the camera sensor and L denotes the Lidar sensor.

random crop before we project image features to the BEV
grid. We stop the augmentation at the last ten epochs. The
prediction time-horizon is 4. We apply gradient clip based
on the L2 norm with the threshold of 35.

2. Discussion about Inference Computation

For the deployment of autonomous driving models, dif-
ferent from running on the cluster, they are usually run-
ning on edge devices with limited computational power and
memory. Thus, it is important to discuss about the com-
putation requirement and the memory footprint of different
models during inference. Since few existing works give the
computation related statistics in their papers, we run their
official code to obtain an estimation. Note that all mod-
els are under their officially suggested environment, which
means the version of packages such as Pytorch, Cuda,
Carla, Numpy, OpenCV, etc may have some influence. All
models are running under the same server with an RTX
3090 GPU. The estimation are in the Table 1. We could ob-
serve that ThinkTwice has large MACs and GPU memory
usage. It is because ThinkTwice is the only model adopts
geometric fusion in BEV - specifically, LSS [18] which re-
quires 1153G MACs during the inference. We adopt it since
the BEV representation inherently preserves the spatial re-
lationships on the ground plane, making it preferable for
joint perception-planning and sensor fusion. From Table 4
in the main text, we could observe that simply combining
the BEV representation with TCP [22] could achieve59 DS
and the performance could be further enhanced to 65 DS
with the proposed coarse-to-fine decoder. Actually, learn-
ing BEV representation is a heated topic in both industry
and academia. To reduce the heavy computational bur-
den of BEV-based model, more efficient implementations
have been proposed in BEVFusion [15], BEVDepth [12],
BEVStereo [11], BEV-Pool-V2 [10], etc. Specifically de-
signed edge devices and chips are also actively explored by
the industry.

3. Visualization
We visualize different layers of predictions in the Fig. 1.

We can observe that with the future conditioned coarse-to-
fine refinement, the driving process is safer and smoother.
We also provide a video in the supplemental materials with
diverse scenarios about the driving process of ThinkTwice.
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(a) Quarter Turn. It is a common failure case due to its sharp turn angle.
Here, the refined trajectory has a more accurate turning route.

(b) Emergency Stop. For the jay-walker with the nearby vehicle’s occlu-
sion, the refined trajectory leads to a deacceleration compared to the original
one.

(c) Merge. The refined trajectory leaves more advance for the merging,
which leads to a safer and smoother driving.

(d) Lane Changing. The refined trajectory notices the jay-walker and leads
to a emergency stop during the lane-changing process.

Figure 1. Visualization for the predictions from different layers of decoder. Larger and brighter dots are from deeper layers.
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